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Women in menswear inspired dress is a topic of conceptual depth breaching the lines of 

gender and mentality. The epitome of the liberation from wearing menswear can be traced as 

far back as the 1920’s and brought to a boiling point in the 1980’s. An illustration by Fred 

Greenhill from July 3, 1984 was a look that characterized the current woman of the time through 

the design of both womenswear and menswear. The woman in the illustration wears a 

“schoolgirl-inspired” dress with a drop waist of pleats that sits above the knees. The dress has 

an oversized collar, tie, and pocket flaps which are details adapted from traditional menswear 

tailoring. Finally, the garment is accessorized with a slanted beret, gloves, and pointed pumps to 

complete the look of a feminine woman. This illustration would have been used as a store 

advertisement and portrayed the message of a fashionable woman in a balanced feminine and 

masculine style. The illustration by Fred Greenhill captures the cultural climate of 1980’s 

womenswear with menswear inspired details. This appeal was a characteristic of stylistic 

fashion and a sense of liberation of the time. 

The garment imitates a school uniform style in the collar and tie elements, details from 

which can be sourced from men’s Ivy league uniforms. The conceptual meaning of behind the 

preppy look of the school uniform can be analyzed from Japanese uniforms starting in the early 

1960’s. The uniforms worn to school by Japanese students were a derivation of an Ivy League 

look of traditional menswear that influenced a European continental style in daily fashion as 

well. The clothing was a status of the wearer’s education through its fashion aesthetics that also 

declared their current state between boyhood and manhood.  The school uniform is western 1

influence on a look of tailored menswear that stated scholarship in the transitional stages before 

professionalism. The uniform like style has a long tradition associating with education and 

1 Masafumi Monden, "An Ivy Boy and A Preppy Girl: Style Import-Export." In Japanese  
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sophistication, Greenhill’s illustration echos the same in its collar and tie interpretation. It has 

become an image to represent the workforce and authority mainly depicting men up until 

women put their suits on. 

Women in the workforce was a strong movement during the world wars, women were 

encouraged patriotically and societally to engage in work to support the systems. Working would 

also inspire a sense of independence and power to the woman, as she was no longer just a 

mother and wife, but the support of the family, the country, and herself. Around the 1980s, the 

workforce opened once again for women, bringing back the sense of self sufficiency and 

determination.  This new relationship between women and the workforce shaped the iconic 2

fashion silhouette the American 1980’s are known for: broad shoulders, loose jackets, a slim 

high waist. It was a fashion style of both masculine in shape and feminine in mind. Fashion in 

the general era of Greenhill’s illustration played with proportion in size and scale to achieve 

different emissions of characters, his illustration being a direct source of a reflection in use of 

unique proportion. The low waist of the garment suggests a youthful and playful sense of 

character while the broad shoulders and oversized sleeves create a shape that is top heavy. 

The exaggeration of shapes emphasizes both a masculine presence declaring power while 

being balanced with integrated femininity.   The characters that arise from these styles are 3

significant in the history of American fashion as the 1980’s showcased individuality in modes 

such as glamour, wealth, and personality. The maximal mindset was set in full motion as fabric 

consumption greatly increased to show abundance and luxury and glamour was shown in bold 

2  Tracy Jennings. "Women’s Blazers and Jackets of the 1970s, 1980s, and 1990s." ( London: 
Bloomsbury, 2015.) 
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colors and prints emitted self confidence in mind and body.  The mindset continues to the 4

characters in workwear fashion that shares many similarities in pushing size and scale to 

newfound limits. The broad shouldered figure of authority closely related to the societal attitude 

towards working that developed a goal to succeed in the workforce and also overachieve. It 

brings to define a distinguished character that has been named by stylist Peter York as a 

“Yuppie”: young, urban, and professional.  The shifts in mentality of the time can be drawn to 5

have been persuaded through television and media, which were crucial factors in influencing the 

masses, whether in persuasion or information. Patricia A. Cunningham, author of 

Twentieth-Century American Fashion, discusses television and fashion specifically looking to 

the 1980’s as a relationship in close connection to not only shape the fashion trends of style, but 

the characters as well. Cunningham states “while television programs often portray individual 

characters with style, it was not until the 1980s that flamboyant current fashion appeared on 

television. Hence it can be argued that television moved from costuming characters, to 

fashioning contemporary style.”  The ability of television was to persuade the viewers who were 6

the consumers to achieve what they saw on television as themselves. The effects then reflected 

on the characters of different styles in not only fashion, but aesthetic, mentality, and social 

niche. The garments that woman wore was more than a fashionable statement she made from 

watching television, but a representation of the character she was to herself and to society. 

Women in menswear is a statement of style of her employment state, however, further 

studies into the history of women wearing men’s clothing reveal a deeper psyche of the 

4 Tracy Jennings. "Women’s Blazers and Jackets of the 1970s, 1980s, and 1990s." ( London: 
Bloomsbury, 2015.) 
5 Valerie Mendes, and Amy De La Haye. Fashion since 1900. (London: Thames Hudson, 2010.) 220-251  
6 Patricia A. Cunningham, Heather Mangine, and Andrew Reilly. "Television and Fashion in the 1980s." In 

Twentieth-Century American Fashion, edited by Linda Welters and Patricia A. Cunningham, (Oxford, 

Berg, 2008) 209–228.  

  



outcome of disorienting gender standards. The female blazer underwent constant refinement 

and alterations from the 1970’s to 1990’s, the height of the garment’s embodiment being a 

figurative suit of armor.  The look became known to the public as a power suit as it exalted 7

power in sense of mind and physicality. The suit emulated the confidence of the character and 

also the professionalism it stated. Greenhill’s illustration is a dress with the internal mind of the 

power suit although without being an obvious statement of being a traditional blazer garment. 

The power suit was a contemporary piece in its time that dressed modern minded women. The 

modernity allows the liberation women in clothing as far back as the corset. Irene Guenther’s 

Nazi Chic? focuses on the history of women in the workforce, looking at “The ‘New’ Woman” in 

relation to female employment and the results of it. Guenther writes “persons in favor of the new 

fashions interpreted them as the visible liberation of women from physical constraints like the 

corset and unmanageably long hemlines, from traditional social mores, and from political 

impotence”.  Garments of close feminine association often times are fitted to the body, 8

restraining the women in forms of corsetry or constraining drapes as opposed to menswear, the 

lines of jackets and suits fall away from the body. The same integrity is seen in the early years 

of designer Coco Chanel who styled herself in a unique manner that still remains an icon of her 

image many decades later. Although it is argued among scholars of who is to be credited for the 

start of women in menswear, Chanel was an individual who styled herself in an uncommonly 

way seen for a woman. Valerie Steele gives insight to Chanel’s legacy and attitude behind her 

style in the chapter “L’elegance, C’est Moi” of Woman of Fashion: Twentieth Century Designers 

when she states “[Chanel] invented her own personal style, based on the attire of her male 

7 Tracy Jennings. "Women’s Blazers and Jackets of the 1970s, 1980s, and 1990s." ( London: 

Bloomsbury, 2015.) 
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protectors… [her] clothing that represented the masculine power and aristocratic independence 

that she craved”.  By wearing men’s clothing, it was a feeling of liberation of both in physical 9

aspects and personal. Chanel’s success was greatly supported by her relationships, yet her 

clothing was a longing of freedom and symbolized a power women did not have in the era. From 

appropriating the masculine drape in the 1920’s, the theme continues on and still remains 

relevant in a more modern sense that appears in Greenhill’s illustration. The woman is feminine, 

however the shape of silhouette and detail in tailoring seem to allude to indications of a 

character correlated with masculinity, yet the actual aspects drawn are for strength and 

independence. This character is one of defying gender lines between male and female by 

declaring confidence and power to her status. 

Women in menswear is both a style and concept decades old, the internal meaning and 

power behind the act remains almost unchanging through the years, only expressed in different 

forms of fashion trends of cultural influences. Women's fashion inspired by menswear has the 

ability to articulate a character that arises from the subject of gender, fracturing the separating 

lines of male versus female garments. Through use of silhouette, a figure in fashion can convey 

education, professionalism, and power, aspects no longer restricted to a single gender. The 

iconic broad shouldered women of the late 1970’s and 1980’s was a look born from women in 

the workforce and a statement of their authority. Fred Greenhill illustrates a look in its time of a 

balance between the blurred meanings of femininity and masculinity. It is a look of the character 

with a powerful mind and powerful dress. 
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